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Abstract 
Recent high-level agreements such as the Paris climate accord or the Sustainable Development 
Goals aim at mitigating climate change, ecological degradation and biodiversity loss while 
pursuing social goals such as reducing hunger or poverty. Systemic approaches bridging natural 
and social sciences are required to support these agendas. The surging human use of biophysical 
resources (materials, energy) results from the pursuit of social and economic goals, while it also 
drives global environmental change. Socio-metabolic research links the study of socioeconomic 
processes with biophysical processes and thus plays a pivotal role for understanding society-
nature interactions. It includes a broad range of systems science approaches for measuring, 
analyzing and modelling of biophysical stocks and flows as well as the services they provide to 
society. Here we outline and systematize major socio-metabolic research traditions that study 
the biophysical basis of economic activity: urban metabolism, the multi-scale integrated 
assessment of societal and ecosystem metabolism, biophysical economics, material and energy 
flow analysis, and environmentally extended input-output analysis. Examples from recent 
research demonstrate strengths and weaknesses of socio-metabolic research. We discuss future 
research directions that could also help to enrich related fields. 
 

1. A primer on socio-metabolic research 
Transformations toward a sustainable future, as manifested in the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), require substantial development efforts in many parts of the world. Human use 
of the Earth’s biophysical resources such as energy, materials or land, needs to be strongly 
reduced or altered to avoid severe ecological degradation and mitigate climate change1–3. Too 
often, these challenges are tackled independently or even at the expense of one another, while 
they are indeed strongly interlinked. Examples include the expected economic damages 
resulting from global warming4, the economic affordability, resource requirements and 
environmental impacts of low-carbon technologies5,6, or the manifold interdependencies 
between sustainability and energy use7. Quantitative, comprehensive research capable of 
linking social, economic and environmental domains is hence required to guide and monitor 
progress towards sustainability8,9. Systemic interdisciplinary research frameworks help to 
integrate scientific knowledge from different disciplines, across the great divides between 
natural and social sciences as well as the humanities. They provide common definitions and 
system boundaries, and guide indicator, database and model development. Application of too 
narrow or ambiguous system boundaries as well as oversimplification of complex interactions 
may result in misleading research outcomes if fundamental conflicts among SDGs, synergies 
and other systemic effects are neglected10. 
 
1.1 Overview and definitions  

Socio-metabolic research (SMR) is a systems approach to studying society-nature interactions 
at different spatio-temporal scales. It is based on the assumption that social systems and 
ecosystems are complex systems that reproduce themselves, interact with each other, and co-
evolve over time11–13. Social metabolism encompasses biophysical flows exchanged between 
societies and their natural environment as well as the flows within and between social systems 
(Fig 1). Socio-metabolic flows operate and maintain biophysical structures of society, such as 
buildings, infrastructures or machinery, usually denoted as “artefacts”11, “manufactured 
capital”14,15, “in-use stocks of materials”16 or “material stocks”17; we here use the latter notion. 
Systematically observing societies’ use of biophysical resources is a core goal of SMR18. SMR 
helps to overcome the widespread conceptual disregard of biophysical processes in many 
economic and social science approaches19 and to demonstrate the “size” or “scale” of human 
activities compared to the biosphere20,21.  
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Fig. 1. Socio-metabolic research (SMR) systematically quantifies flows of biophysical resources associated with 
defined social systems or their components. SMR investigates the socioeconomic transformations of natural 
resources and traces outputs of waste and emissions to the environment. This graph highlights major biophysical 
stocks and flows considered in SMR. It shows the system boundaries used in Material and Energy Flow Analysis 
(MEFA, section 1.3), which traces extraction of materials and energy from the natural environment, their use for 
feeding people and livestock or expanding, maintaining and operating artefacts such as buildings, factories, 
machinery or infrastructures. Materials and energy are eventually released into the environment as wastes and 
emissions. Traded raw materials or products are important, often dominant, components of social metabolism on 
all levels below the global total. Source: own graph. 

 

Explicitly or implicitly, socio-metabolic research builds upon the following assumptions11,18: 
(1) The functioning of social systems, including the economy, rests upon successfully 
organizing energy and material flows to expand, maintain and operate its biophysical basis: 
human population, livestock, and artefacts such as buildings, infrastructures or durable 
commodities. These stocks generate important flows, such as physical, intellectual or emotional 
labor, products such as bread, clothes or electricity, and services such as living space or 
mobility. (2) The composition, magnitude and patterns of social metabolism determine 
society’s environmental pressures and impacts. Sustainability requires socio-metabolic flows 
to be compatible with the supply and sink capacity of the biosphere. (3) First principles of the 
natural sciences (e.g. the laws of thermodynamics) apply to the metabolism of socioeconomic 
systems and are fundamental to their understanding. 
 
In that sense, social systems (like humans themselves) constitute hybrids of biophysical and 
symbolic systems shaped by discourses, power relations or monetary flows, and are subject to 
intentional organization11. At what point in social metabolism natural elements cross the system 
boundary of society (Fig 1) requires theoretically grounded, consistent, and pragmatic decisions 
depending on the respective research goals. A criterion used to define the boundary between 
nature and society is the intensity of society’s interventions into natural systems18. The 
boundaries shown in Fig 1 were defined for economy-wide material flow accounting22 and 
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comprise all flows required to reproduce society’s material stocks11. Different socio-metabolic 
approaches (section 1.3) deviate in their specific operationalization of these boundaries, but 
share a focus on the biophysical reproduction of specific functionally integrated socioeconomic 
systems. Regarding social metabolism as a systems phenomenon leads to the expectation that 
nexus features resulting from systemic interdependencies such as synergies, trade-offs, problem 
shifting, lock-in or non-linearity may be relevant (discussed below).   
 

1.2 A family tree of socio-metabolic research 

SMR presupposes a common ground between social and natural sciences23. Such a common 
ground had existed among early political economists and social theorists who acknowledged 
the role of natural factors such as land, labor and energy on the social sciences side, and natural 
scientists who extended their disciplinary knowledge on nutrient flows, energy and 
thermodynamics to economies and societies (Fig 2)24,25. Increasing academic differentiation in 
the course of the late 19th and early 20th century discouraged shared paradigms between social 
and natural sciences. On the social sciences side, few scholars discussed, for example, the role 
of energy for societal development26, whereas the mainstream focused on culture, discourses 
and decision-making. Economics became a science of markets, prices and flows of money. In 
the 1960s and 1970s, the intellectual separation of social and natural phenomena was criticized 
by researches who revived and created mind models and knowledge relinking both scientific 
realms27,28. These approaches relied on emerging new epistemologies derived, among others, 
from the theory of complex systems29,30 and theoretical ecology31,32. 
 

 
Fig 2. Family tree of research traditions from social sciences (left side) and natural sciences (right side) that inspire 
current socio-metabolic research. Own graph, developed on data in26,33. Color legend: Pale green: roots from the 
social sciences. Dark green: roots from the natural sciences. Grey: ancestors and founders of current SMR 
traditions discussed in section 1.3. 
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Increasing environmental concerns motivated researchers from different backgrounds to 
develop various research strands of SMR. Despite efforts at harmonization34, several variants 
of SMR with differing scopes and methods exist (section 1.3). A recent bibliographical analysis 
found that the number of references to the term “social metabolism” has risen from 400 in the 
period 1991-2000 to over 3000 in the following decade, and another 6000 in the period 2011-
201535.  
 
1.3 Socio-metabolic research traditions 

We here discuss five selected research traditions by summarizing their respective conceptual 
backgrounds, the social systems studied, key empirical tools and indicators, the temporal scale 
of their analytical perspectives and main regulatory and policy applications. The focus is on 
traditions explicitly investigating the biophysical basis of society and identifying themselves as 
part of SMR. Given space constraints, we do not aim to be comprehensive. 
 

Urban metabolism studies focus on material and energy flows within urban systems, 
accumulation of material stocks, and the exchange processes of urban areas with their 
hinterlands. This tradition was pioneered among others by Abel Wolman and Stephen Boyden 
(Fig 2)36,37, and indeed avant la lettre by Heinrich von Thünen38. A long-standing concern of 
this research strand are the relationships between urbanization, density, urban form and the 
resource requirements and waste outputs of cities. Recent research analyzed whether dense 
urban areas require less energy and materials use than scattered settlements providing the same 
standard of living39. Other studies focused on resource flows outside cities resulting from 
consumption of urban dwellers, reckoning that resources saved within dense urban settings may 
be overcompensated by “upstream” resource use in supply chains supporting city dwellers40. 
Another topic is how to plan and organize new urban areas with lower resource use41,42. Urban 
metabolism research uses MEFA to directly investigate cities using similar system boundaries 
as in Fig 1, and EE-IOA to analyze (inter)national supply chains to quantify footprints of urban 
areas (both discussed below)43–45. Another strand of research uses the term urban metabolism 
rather metaphorically. These studies employ concepts and methods from political science, 
sociology, social geography or ethnography but usually do not aim at quantifying the 
biophysical processes at the core of SMR46,47; for a recent review see48. 
 
Multi-scale integrated analysis of societal and ecosystem metabolism, abbreviated 
MuSIASEM. This approach was developed by researchers around Mario Giampietro and Kozo 
Mayumi based on the work of Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen49. Its proponents argue that since 
socio-ecological systems are self-organized, their proper analysis requires considering their 
hierarchically organized structural and functional compartments operating at different space-
time scales50,51. MuSIASEM applies the theory of complex hierarchical systems to SMR by 
integrating information on social, economic and socio-metabolic dimensions at multiple scales. 
It uses Georgescu-Roegens concept of “funds” which refers to entities such as labor, land or 
technological capital that provide services to the social system. Funds have to be maintained 
but are not consumed51,52. MuSIASEM studies typically account for energy use, human activity, 
and value added for the system as a whole and its compartments. Variables are often used in a 
context-dependent manner to fit the purpose of each specific study50; data are derived from 
census statistics, MEFA (see below) or other models. MuSIASEM has been applied to rural 
systems53, mining54, and urban waste management55. The nexus between resources such as 
food, water or energy56 and the links to ecosystem metabolism57 are increasingly studied. A 
recent review is51. 
 
Biophysical economics focuses on the central role of energy for the economy, which is often 
ignored in mainstream economics. Its founders include Kenneth Boulding58 and Robert U. 
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Ayres59. This tradition can be traced back well into the 19th century (Fig 2) and was inspired 
by Eugene and Howard Odum60 as well as others working on ecological energy analysis25,29,61. 
One of its central tenets is that net energy gained is more important to society than the total 
amount of primary energy used, hence its core interest on energy return on energy investment 
(EROI)62,63. EROI can be applied at a variety of scales, from technologies or supply chains64 to 
system-wide analyses that aim to integrate social and biophysical approaches65–67. This tradition 
often uses other system boundaries than those shown in Fig 1 because it traces energy flows 
from extraction through processing to final uses, thereby not emphasizing territorial boundaries. 
One typical finding is that fossil fuels have a relatively high EROI which gradually declines 
over time, while renewable technologies usually have lower EROIs68. This poses substantial 
challenges for a low-carbon transition because it implies reductions in useful energy69. 
Biophysical economics also uses methods such as emergy and exergy accounting. Emergy is a 
measure of energy embodied in resources traced back to a common denominator, e.g. solar 
energy70–72. Exergy is the share of an energy flow that can actually perform work, depending 
on conversion technologies, and has been related to the rate of economic growth67,73,74. A recent 
review is75. 
 
Material and energy flow analysis (MEFA) focuses on the role of resources for social and 
economic development and aims to inform sustainable resource management. One of its 
founders is Robert U. Ayres59,76, who advocated the mass-balanced analysis of economic 
systems as a counterpart to monetary-economic perspectives (Fig 2). MEFA studies range from 
investigations of specific substances77 to comprehensive assessments of many materials78. They 
trace biophysical flows through socioeconomic systems, their accumulation as stocks and the 
ensuing waste or recycling flows (Fig 1). MEFA covers national and global scales as well as 
regions, households, industries or other units and uses stationary or dynamic approaches79. 
Substance flow analysis tracks individual chemical elements linked with services such as shelter 
and transport77. Economy-wide material flow accounting comprehensively monitors material 
flows through economies (Fig 4) and is applied in environmental reporting (section 2.2)2,80. 
Studies of long-term trends in resource use as well as comparative cross-country datasets81,82 
investigate the potentials for decoupling the use of materials and energy from economic growth 
and wellbeing83. Material flow accounting and substance flow analysis can be combined to 
provide detailed assessment of flows of specific materials and substances. Such data support 
environmental, resource, circular economy, and waste management policies and can help to 
improve supply chains84. Recent MEFA research emphasizes dynamic modelling of the relation 
between in-use stocks of products and the associated resource flows required to deliver physical 
services such as shelter and transport16. For reviews see80,85. 
 
Environmentally extended input-output analysis (EE-IOA) focuses on the biophysical and 
monetary interrelations between economic sectors. It links production, consumption and 
environmental stressors within and across countries. EE-IOA goes back to the work of Wassily 
Leontief (Fig 2)86 and has been proposed early on as a means to “integrate the world of 
commodities into the larger economy of nature”87. It is used to study flows through economic 
sectors within a socioeconomic system (boundaries as in Fig 1), but also to assess international 
supply chains. EE-IO tables report supply and use flows between economic sectors in a specific 
year, usually in monetary values. They extend this sectoral information with biophysical or 
social information, such as materials, energy, greenhouse gas emissions, water or human labor. 
Several detailed, high quality global Multi-Regional Input-Output models exist that integrate 
national tables with global trade data and extend them with a large array of environmental and 
social indicators88,89. Aggregated monetary IO tables and detailed physical process descriptions 
were combined to so-called hybrid models90,91. These approaches have tremendously increased 
the potential of EE-IOA for studying sustainability concerns “embodied” in consumption and 
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displaced across supply chains. Such studies reveal structural changes in the supply chains of 
commodities over time and shed light on the interplay between growing consumption, 
international burden-shifting due to expanding supply chains and increasing industrial 
efficiency92–94. A recent review is95. 
 
Related approaches with their own large, partially overlapping, scientific communities include 
the Ecological Footprint, Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Integrated Assessment Models 
(IAMs). The Ecological Footprint translates resource use into a measure of bio-productive land 
required for its sustenance (‘footprint’) and compares it with the availability of such land 
(‘biocapacity’) to determine the extent to which humans live beyond planetary limits96. LCA is 
used to evaluate product life cycles, compare products or identify potentials for reducing 
environmental impacts97–100. Consequential LCA considers systemic feedbacks6, which could 
also profit from SMR methods discussed here. IAMs are comprehensive and detailed tools to 
analyze feedbacks between socioeconomic and earth systems, but mostly do not include an 
explicit representation of society’s biophysical basis and its underlying thermodynamic 
principles101. Whether one pigeonholes these traditions within or outside SMR may be a matter 
of taste; discussing them in detail is out of scope for this review. 
 

2. Recent insights from socio-metabolic research 
We here exemplify how SMR can bridge natural and social sciences in addressing sustainability 
and providing useful information for monitoring and policy-making. Due to space limitations, 
we focus on the global level and do not include examples from all SMR traditions. 
 
2.1 The great acceleration to the Anthropocene 

Proposals to introduce a new geological epoch, the Anthropocene102, reflect how profoundly 
the planet is being transformed by human activities, as planetary boundaries have been 
transgressed103. Socioeconomic flows of reactive nitrogen and carbon affect global 
biogeochemical cycles, with severe consequences for climate104 and biodiversity105. The notion 
of a “great acceleration”103 highlights the increasing speed of these transformations.  
 
SMR corroborates these concepts by providing long-term trajectories of social metabolism and 
its relations to socioeconomic and political factors (Fig 3). Over the last century, humanity’s 
use of materials and energy has reached a comparable magnitude as flows within the biosphere 
(e.g. energy, nitrogen and phosphorous), representing a step change in earth history106. Over 
the last 115 years, extraction of materials, energy and water increased eight to twelve-fold (Fig 
3a), while material stocks, global GDP and useful physical work surged (Fig 3b). Global 
population increased five-fold, and average life expectancy doubled, indicating that the 
increasing availability of resources and material stocks resulted in improved living conditions 
for substantial parts of the world population. Solid waste generation and dissipative uses 
increased 15-fold, while emissions of carbon, nitrogen, sulphur and methane increased ten-fold 
(Fig 3c). CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion increased 19-fold, constituting a major 
driver of human-induced climate change104.  
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Fig. 3. Scale and dynamics of global social metabolism in the Anthropocene, illustrating the systemic interlinkages 
between resource use, socioeconomic dynamics and ensuing waste and emissions. (a) Resource extraction and 
inputs into social metabolism. (b) Key socioeconomic dynamics such as population, GDP, life expectancy, useful 
physical work/useful exergy, as well as material stocks (here the mass of manufactured capital). (c) A 
comprehensive mass-balanced (i.e. output = input – net change of stocks) estimate of all outputs of wastes and 
emissions to the environment as well as fossil-fuel related CO2 emissions. System boundaries as in Fig 1. Data 
sources: Global extraction of materials, primary energy and freshwater107–109. Global GDP in intl. Geary-Khamis 
$, population and life-expectancy110–112, material stocks15, and useful physical work or useful exergy113. Outputs 
of waste and emissions to the environment109; CO2 emissions from fossil fuel use and cement production114. 

 
Fig 3 shows no signs of a global stabilization of societal resource use; rather, it suggests a new 
acceleration period since the early 2000’s, mainly due to rapidly progressing industrialization 
and urbanization in many emerging economies, as well as steadily high consumption in many 
high-income economies115. It supports the view that world population growth has contributed 
to rising environmental pressures116, while the growth of resource use per capita associated with 
rising economic activity and affluence played an even larger role117.  
 
Asking how economic (GDP) growth drives resource use118–120, and conversely, to what extent 
resources such as energy contribute to economic growth121,122, has occupied SMR researchers 
for decades. Patterns found vary between different studies, but mostly suggest that resource use 
and emissions per unit of GDP decline over time due to gains in resource efficiency, which is 
defined as the ratio of resources used per inflation-corrected GDP83,123. Improvements of 
resource efficiency are denoted as “decoupling” of economic growth and resource use. 
“Relative decoupling” means that resource use grows at a slower pace than GDP, while 
“absolute decoupling” refers to absolute reductions in resource use coinciding with economic 
growth124. Fig 3 as well as country-level studies83,125 suggest that relative decoupling is 
frequent, but absolute decoupling is rare and mainly observed during recessions or periods of 
low or absent economic growth83,126. Globally, resource use rises along with economic growth, 
although mostly at a slower pace. An exception is the accumulation of material stocks, which 
matched GDP almost perfectly (Fig 3b)15. The use of GDP in such studies is controversial 
because GDP only measures economic activity, not social wellbeing, and neglects inequality 
and services delivered by existing capital stocks127 (see also section 2.4).  
 
2.2 Monitoring resource use at the country level 

As the surging human use of resources drives the earth system into unchartered territory, the 
question arises how to consistently monitor it. This is especially useful at levels where political 
competencies for resource management exist, e.g. for countries. SMR has developed country-
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level indicators applied in sustainable resource use policies across the world, including the 
monitoring of progress towards the SDGs115,128. The International Resource Panel of the United 
Nations Environment Programme maintains a comprehensive international database covering 
most countries worldwide available at http://www.resourcepanel.org/global-material-flows-
database. It provides data on extraction, trade, processing and consumption of resources and 
provides indicators from both production- and consumption-based perspectives (Figure 4). The 
production-based perspective relates to MEFA focused on the national territory (Fig 1), while 
the consumption-based perspective allocates resources used along international supply chains 
to a country’s final consumption, utilizing EE-IOA. 
 
Within a production-based perspective, country-level resource use is measured as “domestic 
material consumption” (Fig 4a) or DMC (explained in caption of Fig 4). DMC differs between 
countries by more than one order of magnitude, largely following their development status and 
pathway, population density and resource endowments83,115,129,130. According to the UNEP 
database, the average DMC of low-income countries was 3.2±1.1 t/cap/yr in 2012, while it was 
approximately six times higher (18±10.1 t/cap/yr) in high-income countries. Inequality is even 
larger from a consumption-based perspective, i.e. measured as the “material footprint” (MF; 
explanation in caption of Fig 4) of goods consumed in each country. The MF is 2.3±1 t/cap/yr 
in low-income countries compared to over ten times more (26.7±15.5 t/cap/yr) in high-income 
countries that rely on the import of resource-intensive products115,131. A map of the difference 
between DMC and MF (Fig 4b) shows that MF exceeds DMC in most high-income countries 
in Europe and North America. The reason is that resource-intensive production steps 
increasingly take place in other, largely poorer and less resource-efficient, economies93, 
partially due to ‘outsourcing’ of environmental pressures from rich to poor regions132, but also 
due to export-oriented growth in many developing economies. 
 

http://www.resourcepanel.org/global-material-flows-database
http://www.resourcepanel.org/global-material-flows-database
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Fig. 4: Biophysical resource use within national-political boundaries. (a) Domestic material consumption (DMC), 
i.e. the mass of domestic extraction plus the mass of actual import minus export (MEFA methods, system 
boundaries as in Fig 1). (b) The material footprint (MF), a consumption-based perspective, which attributes 
resource use along supply chains to national final demand. It is calculated by extending MEFA with data from EE-
IOA. Both indicators are proxies for environmental pressures (a) within national boundaries (DMC) and (b) and 
along global supply chains linking all extraction to final consumption (MF). Countries in the “green” category 
(MF differs from DMC by less than 10%) extract approximately the same mass of resources on their own territory 
as is embodied in the goods they consume; “producers” extract more domestically, “consumers” less. The global 
sum total of yearly resource use is the same for DMC and MF (mass balance principle). Sources: own mapping 
based on2,115. http://www.resourcepanel.org/global-material-flows-database 

 
Although the link between material flows and environmental impacts differs by types of 
materials and impacts, indicators from MEFA can serve as useful proxies for aggregate 
environmental pressures, both on national territory (DMC) and along supply chains (MF). The 
material footprint is highly correlated with the carbon footprint and the ecological footprint83,133 
and indicates how much environmental pressure is related globally to national consumption. 
SMR studies so far found no evidence for successful continued absolute decoupling between 
resource use and economic growth (section 2.1)134. Reducing material flows to sustainable 
levels within planetary boundaries will require far-reaching transformations of social 
metabolism17,135–137, and probably also of socioeconomic systems. 
 
2.3 Social metabolism and the circular economy 

Early statements from biophysical economics and MEFA traditions of SMR58 already 
advocated closing of material cycles, later denoted as ‘circular economy’. In the last decades, 

http://www.resourcepanel.org/global-material-flows-database
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the circular economy concept has gained substantial traction in China and Japan and 
increasingly in the European Union and the USA138,139. Developing sector-, material-, and 
product-specific strategies and policies to foster circularity requires disaggregated information. 
SMR can provide such data, as shown in Fig 5, which gives an overview of the global steel 
cycle in 2008. MEFA tools allow for taking a closer look at the flows within the socioeconomic 
system boundaries delineated in Fig 1. The material cycle perspective allows to consistently 
depict material stocks and flows. Results support hypotheses formulated in section 1.1 on 
temporal dynamics of stock-flow-relations: they show how fast material stocks grow, when and 
how materials become available for recycling, and how much recycling contributes to 
maintaining stocks. 
 

 
Fig 5. Depiction of the global steel cycle in 2008 showing the link between material stocks, their maintenance and 
expansion, and primary metal production, the latter being a major driver of greenhouse gas emissions. Steel 
remelted from postconsumer scrap accounts for less than 20% of global steel production. Rapidly expanding in-
use stocks demand high levels of primary production, as secondary production can only maintain existing stocks. 
Own graph, data sources15,140,141.  

 
The rapid growth of global steel stocks limits the potential of supplying a large fraction of steel 
inputs from recycled material (Fig 5). Globally, 75% of all steel inputs go into new stocks; 
hence, the steel cycle is a combination of a linear with a circular system. Hypothetically 
avoiding all end-of-life losses (impossible for thermodynamic reasons) would reduce the need 
for primary production of steel by only ⁓10%. Material stocks, which are closely correlated 
with economic activity (Fig 3b), are growing in all world regions (Fig 5). In the US, 60% of 
final steel consumption goes into the net expansion (i.e. inflows minus outflows) of stocks; in 
China, this figure is at a staggering 99%. Steel stocks in China and the US are of similar size in 
absolute numbers, but per-capita values are much lower in China, suggesting a huge potential 
for further stock growth in China in a catch-up scenario.  
 
Recycling rates of end-of-life steel outflows are substantial, and while there may still be 
potentials to raise them further, the energetic and monetary costs of doing so must not be 
underestimated142,143. Moreover, modern technologies not only require steel but increasingly 
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rely on most of the elements in the periodic table, thereby corroborating hypotheses formulated 
in section 1.1 regarding systemic feedbacks between different parts of social metabolism. For 
example, mixtures of metals in products results in barriers to their recyclability and 
substitutability143,144. Knowledge about the full life cycle of metal stocks, including losses by 
design145, and when and where stocks reach the end of their service lifetime and subsequently 
become available for re-use and recycling into secondary resources, can help to improve 
circularity140,146. When taking all resource inputs into the global economy into account, 
however, socio-metabolic circularity is only at ~6% of inflows, due to the high relevance of 
stock expansion and energy throughputs for total resource use, as well as the low end-of-life 
recovery rates of most minor metals147 and materials other than metals148. 
 
2.4 The biophysical basis of social progress 

Reducing resource use would be a less daunting challenge if it were possible with little 
detriment to social wellbeing. Recent SMR suggests that social progress rests not only on 
annual flows of resources, a high EROI63, or creation of value-added (GDP), but also on the 
services from material stocks such as buildings, infrastructure and machinery14,16,17,141,144,149. 
This warrants a broader approach toward eco-efficiency considering aspects of social progress 
beyond economic activity. Toward that end, we here analyze relations between social 
metabolism and the recently established Social Progress Index (SPI). The SPI is a composite 
index based on a dashboard of outcome-oriented indicators of fulfilment of basic human needs 
and foundations of wellbeing and opportunities. It considers nutrition, shelter, water, sanitation, 
safety, access to knowledge and information, health, education, freedom, rights, and 
environmental quality but not monetary measures such as investments or GDP150. Social 
progress in terms of SPI is related to social metabolism; for example, it is correlated with a 
sustained history of high resource use149.  
 

 
Fig 6. The socio-metabolic basis of human well-being and social progress, as measured through the Social Progress 
Index (SPI). (a) Concrete stocks versus SPI in 97 countries. (b) Total primary energy supply (TPES, GJ/cap/yr) 
versus SPI in 104 countries. The green and red dashed lines show the ranges defined as high respectively medium 
social progress150. Concrete amounts to ⁓45% of total global material stocks15,151. Material stocks of buildings, 
infrastructure and machinery and the energy required to operate and maintain these stocks jointly provide services 
to society. Sources: Concrete151, TPES and SPI150, income classes111. TPES and concrete stocks are available for 
different subsets of countries, which explains the different numbers of countries in income classes in graph (a) and 
(b). 
 

Fig 6 documents the number of countries achieving a certain SPI for any level of (a) material 
stocks of concrete, a good proxy of overall material stocks15, and (b) total primary energy 
supply (TPES) per capita and year. It reveals that very high levels of SPI are reached at a level 
of ⁓50 tons of concrete stocks per capita and below ⁓100 GJ/cap/y of total primary energy use. 
No clear trend in SPI prevails above those levels. Income is represented by a color code, 
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demonstrating that there are deviations between the material stocks and energy flows, economic 
activity and the SPI worthy of further analysis. Results corroborate findings from recent work 
on the resource requirements of social wellbeing and development employing the human 
development index (HDI). The HDI integrates indicators of life expectancy, education, as well 
as GDP and its distribution152. Recent SMR typically found saturation functions indicating that 
a high HDI can be reached at intermediate levels of resources use with no clear trend above 
certain thresholds83,153. While resource requirements for achieving a decent HDI decreased in 
the last decades due to rising resource efficiency119,141, most countries still either transgress 
planetary boundaries and/or fail on social goals136. Similar insights have been generated using 
indicators for energy and carbon footprints as well as EROI63,119. These results support the 
hypotheses formulated in section 1.1 regarding non-linearities in socio-ecological systems and 
the relevance of going beyond monetary perspectives. 
 

3. Outlook and conclusions 
Social metabolism is a thriving research framework guiding empirical analysis and modelling 
of society-nature interactions. Different SMR traditions reviewed in section 1.3 essentially 
study the same underlying process, i.e. society’s use of biophysical material and energy 
resources. They provide insights on patterns, drivers, systemic feedbacks, and sustainability 
implications of resource use from different angles. SMR provides perspectives missing from 
dominant approaches based primarily on monetary or social data. When coupled with 
information on the ability of the environment to generate resources or absorb wastes, results 
from SMR indicate transgressions of planetary103 or regional boundaries154. SMR can also help 
to integrate social science approaches into the analysis of the great acceleration towards the 
Anthropocene (section 2.1) and provides a robust, internationally accepted basis for the 
monitoring of resource use in various contexts of national and international policy-making 
(section 2.2.)155, based on the laws of thermodynamics156.  
 
The reviewed literature and examples corroborate expectations that systemic interactions in 
resource use are crucially important (section 1.1). Interactions between and among different 
resources, e.g. between materials and energy144,145,157,158, are a case in point (section 2.3). The 
patterns shown in Fig 3 reveal only the tip of the iceberg of leakage or burden-shifting 
phenomena analyzed with EE-IOA methods (section 1.3)159,160. SMR revealed many examples 
for non-linear society-nature interactions. For example, the research reviewed in section 2.4 
suggests saturation functions between indicators of social progress and resource flows 
respectively material stocks (section 2.1).  
 
SMR suggests existence of important lock-in effects and legacies related to the build-up of 
material stocks. Future GHG emissions (from 2010-2060) expected to result from fossil fuels 
required for the operation of existing infrastructures until the end of their lifetime amount to 
roughly one-half of the remaining emission budget consistent with the 2°C target161,162. Over 
one-half of all socio-metabolic material flows is currently used to build up infrastructure and 
artefacts (section 2.1)15, indicating that these lock-ins may worsen. These results point to the 
central role of urban and infrastructure development for reducing future resource 
requirements39,163. Such considerations have motivated proposals for a “stock-flow-service 
nexus” framework14,16,17,144, which recognizes that specific combinations of stocks and flows 
provide essential services such as nutrition, shelter or mobility, and hence are crucial for 
understanding resource requirements associated with development trajectories or sustainability 
transformations135. The absence of continued absolute decoupling between GDP and resource 
use (section 2.2) indicates how large this challenge is. 
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SMR, however, also has weaknesses. In interdisciplinary research, it is often hard to clearly 
identify research boundaries and label research approaches (section 1.3). The construction of 
SMR may seem artificial to scholars not familiar with the approach. Areas requiring more 
attention in the future include approaches to link social metabolism with the behavior of 
individual agents, e.g. via microeconomics, agent-based modelling, or costs. The use of 
statistical methods, including proper uncertainty analysis or data reconciliation based on 
statistical inference, and the reporting of uncertainties in publications is underdeveloped in 
current SMR164,165. Efforts to gather high-quality data on biophysical resources remain high on 
the agenda of SMR. A central concern is the consistent integration of system-wide assessments 
with approaches aiming at better process and product resolution. A high level of detail in 
evaluating technologies and production processes or identifying potentially critical materials, 
though, is often at odds with capturing system-wide effects such as resource availability, 
rebound effects or problem shifting related with substitution, lock-in (legacies), leakage or 
rebound effects166.  
 
SMR has become a core element in communities such as Ecological Economics28, Industrial 
Ecology167,168, and Integrated Land-Change Science169,170. SMR explicitly addresses economic 
theory and aims at broadening economic thought51,65 by providing a biophysical perspective on 
growth theory121, efficiency and rebound effects166,171 or the decoupling debate172. 
Incorporating SMR principles into the macroeconomic modules of integrated assessment 
models would strengthen their ability to comply with thermodynamic principles and more 
systematically take feedbacks between different resources into account101. Links between social 
sciences and SMR include analyses of issues such as inequality or social conflict173–176. SMR 
is used in Political Ecology to investigate environmental conflicts177,178, labor179,180, or 
ecologically unequal exchange181–183. Efforts to explicitly link SMR to other social science 
efforts, e.g. practice theory or socio-technical systems approaches, could be strengthened, in 
particular in the emerging fields of sustainability transformation research132,135,184,185. While 
decoupling and resource-efficiency will be an important part of strategies for more sustainable 
resource use, many SMR researchers now believe that ecological modernization will not suffice 
and far-reaching social and economic transformations are required12,136,186. SMR can form a 
backbone of sustainability science by delivering consistent analyses of social metabolism that 
help to better understand the interdependencies between societal well-being and the physical 
services provided by society’s metabolism. 
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